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Engineering and
Practice School
Buildings Planned
It was announced in the NEWSLETTER from the President's
Office that the Board of Directors
of A. & M. College has ordered
plans to be drawn immediately for
the erection of a building for the
campus Practice School to cost
$100,000, and an E n g i n e e r i n g
Building .to cost upward of
$400,000.

Ceremonies Held
Honoring Dr. Evans
Prairie View students and faculty took their turn in honoring
President E. B. Evans in ceremonies here November 12 for his
distinction of being the first Negro
ever to receive the highest scouting award.
Two thousand five hundred persons saw Mr. J. P. Fitch, Regional
Scout Executive of Dallas- present
the Silver Antelope Award to Dr.
Evans in a radio and vesper program which was c a r r i e d over
Station KLEE Houston.
The program which was arranged under the direction of Dr. T.
R. Solomon, Registrar, included
history of scouting at Prairie View
by Bernard Johnson, a tenderfoot
scout; the presentation by Mr.
Fitch; Dr. Evans' address, and
musical numbers by the college
quartette and choir.
Dr. Evans received the Silver
Antelope A ward for noteworthy
service of e:i:ceptional character to
boyhood in ~ territory of Region
Nine-Boy Scouts of America.

SEE
the Panther's First
"Miss Pantherette"
page 3

RABBI SCHUR
ADDRESSES
STUDENT BODY
Rabbi Robert J. Schur represent~ e Jewish Chautauqua Society
here November 16 in a general assembly address at the 11 o'clock
hour in the college auditorium.
The appearance of Rabbi Schur,
who actively engages in Houston
civic affairs, was a continuation
of programs of this nature which
have been sponsored by the college
in cooperation with the Chautauqua Society for the past several
years.
Rabbi Schur serves as Counsellor of B'nai Brith Hillel Foundation at Rice Institute and is a
member of the Houston Ministerial
Association.

First Dramatic
Production Scheduled
November 30

Photographs For
Yearbook Being Made
Individual photographs for class
and faculty designation in the 1951
PANTHER, annual student Publication of the college, will continue
Tuesday, Nov. 21 in the reception
room of Evans Hall.
The Yearbook staff is under the
direction of Editor-in-Chief Clarence Miller, and Business Manager
G. R. Hovey Johnson is in charge
of arrangements. The Teal Photographers of Houston have set up
temporary offices here until annual pictures are completed.
Mr. Johnson's announcement
stated that appointments for
group pictures should be made immediately at the Publication Office,
Adm. B-6, Telephone 167.

Members of the Charles Gilpin
Dramatic Club will make their annual debut with "Heart Trouble"
at 8 :00 o'clock Thursday evening,
November 30.
"Heart Trouble" is a Farce in
Three Acts written by Charles
George. In this play the Town Tattler reveals that a handsome Romeo
whose initials are R. R. was strolling with a a young Miss R. R.
along the beach. The plot thickens
because several of the Sea View
guest have the initials R. R. Two
of the men guest with the initials
R. R. catch high water when their
fiances are anxious to know which
R. R. was strolling with what R. R.
To complicate things, two more R.
R.'s appear on the scene. Then the
WINNING HOMECOMING FLOAT .•• The School of A~iculture at Prairie View
ball really starts rolling. Which
A. & M. Collea-e won top honor for the Boat shown above which was presented In
of these has the peering eyes of
the annual Homecomina- parade. Elirht thousand ex-students and frienu of the
the town tattler seen?
collea-e returned to the Alma tater November 4 to staa-e one of the most colorful
Bomecomina- occasioru, in the achool's 75-year history. The School■ of EnrineerinaYou will want to be right on the
and Home Economics took 2nd and 3rd prizes In the Boata and the Jacksonville-P, V,
spot when the curtains are drawn
Club won flnt place for decorated cars,
for this talented cast.
Heading the work of the players
The fifteenth annual "Y" Leaderis Mr. Minor.
ship Institute will be held here
A peep at the last rehearsal reDecember 8-10, 1950. Dr. J. L.
vealed that the cast will include
Brown is the General Chairman of
stage veterans Reecie Marshall,
local arrangements, assisted by
The 1950 Homecoming CelebraL o c a 1 Ex-student Committees Frances Gipson, and John Stewart.
Reverend Lee C. Phillip and tion at the College November 4 staged the whole affair which in- Newcomers include Ermodine Bigsothers.
brought more than 8,000 ex-stu- eluded a band concert, breakfast by, Rosalind Davis, Clarence McThis event will bring more than dents and friends to the campus dance, special reunion session, pa- Farland and others.
300 high school and college ho;';~ to pay homage to the Alma Ma- rade and Annual Alumni Ball.
The local community is warned
and girls and faculty sponsors ter, renew old aquaintances, and
Mrs. Beverly Sims reigned as of the expected crowd and urged
from all over the state of Texas.
reset this course along the lines of "Miss. Homecoming" as a repre- to assemble early for main floor
This is one of the most impor- service to humanity for which the sentative of the class reunion of seats.
tant events of the school year. Th
75-year old institution continues to '40. Miss Prairie View was hoslocal Y's have begun plans to ma ·I stand.
tess to the returning queen as both
~
their stay here a most impressi
The Alumni Association rAA_,~~1q,..,.~ '
rs at half time cereand, enjoyahl~ nne. T.]}e good 9l"~_e;;;d::...,.i:_.t:;;;
s _ , rst chart~~,- siz:-:.:\,,}I~ , , _.. ··•-:1.J.ents ma~e a good job
, ..A.JJ,.__.,....,,.~ed on t
1
1
'
• •
,
, f
O
t'
~ J:Tpri,
~~ ""1
h Tinc-oc:
,.c2R '"" '"hA hn++nno L:,.no
Jf
..n..u.
",;,vu.:>
) exp~"
Prairie View hospitality is expec~ a bot d of Directors with Dr. E. Jl • e parade ano · pep meetings.
and
ed to be at its best. The meeting l M. Norris as Ch airman, W. Cheerleade~·s, ROTC drill squad, ate in Febru uy or May 1!,
will be brought to a close at eleven Marion Davis of Baytown was College bind and majorettes per- who have not applied for graduation are here 'iy notified that the
o'clock Sunday, December 10th.
placed in the next president's spot. formed ni~ely.
The mighty Panthers of course deadline for f.tPplying for graduatopped the whole business off with tion is Decem \er 1. Please call by
the Registrar office and secure
a 13-6 win over Texas College.
the necessary a"?plication.
Office Jf the Registrar

'Y' INSTITUTE
SCHEDULED FOR
DECEMBER 8-10

.HOMECOMING CELEBRATION ATTRACTS
MORE THAN 8,000 PERSONS TO CAMPUS

Annor-1pcement
1 -:niflt,f

•-»; . _

THANKSGIVING SijliVICES WILL
HIGHLIGHT HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES
Chapel exercises scheduled for
eight o'clock Thursday morning,
November 23, will ieature Thanksgiving obserance and officially open
the holiday season for the student
body and Prairie View community.
The Student Life Office will
stage a variety of activities for
student interest throughout the
day. Intra-mural sports are scheduled to begin at two o'clock. A
free movie will be presented at
seven o'clock in the college auditorium.
Local teachers will journey to
Waco, Texas to participate in the
annual meeting of the Colored
Teachers State Association. Many
will lead and serve as consultants
to the several special i n t e r e s t
groups covening during Friday's
sessions.
The Panther football team will
sit the day out-making ready for
their "game of the year" with
Southern here on the big Saturday date.

This Thanksgiving should be
gratefully taken as a perfect opportunity to give thanks for the
many blessings we receive, to stop
and analyze ourselves, and reconstruct ourselves accordingly.
Many will take the day as a day
of rededication. Many will use it
as a holiday or just a day when
classes won't convene.
Many of us will take the day as
a day to relax, to drop the cares
and worries and bask in the sunlight of God's goodness.
Special little things that we have
continually put off can be taken
care of. Special little favors we
had anticipated doing may be done.

SWC Will Make
Constitution
Available Soon
~_QuJl T. Poole Chairman _of
tne 13tuiien Welfare Committee
tiasannounced to Ui1s office that
plans have been made to place in
the hands of every student of
Prairie View, the Constitution of
the organization, in its entirety.
This will include the channel by
which students may bring their
problems before the group for
consideration.

Apologies may be rendered and
new friends received. Thanksgiving
can be not only a day of giving
thanks, but, a day of doing good
unto others which is a perfect way
of showing God just how much we
appreciate the many blessings he's
given us.

NEWS BtIEFS
YEAR BOOK STAFF
Elected Clar1 1nce Miller and G.
R. Hovey Johnsan, editor and Business Manager respectively. They
are the only permanent members
elected.
Y. M. C.A.
Launches Annual Membership
drive. See Mr. Samuel Montgomery, Mr. Clyde Parker, and Mr.
Claude Christopher for membership.
MILDREN M. MONTGOMERY
Last year, Cadet Battalion commander has been inducted in the
army. Delbert Dawson, Cadet Major last year has also been inducted.

• • •

DRUCILLIA MOOREJEAN K. NORRIS AND
KITTY DALE SAMUELS
. Entered the National Poetry Association's 7th Annual contest of
College Students.

• • •

CAMERON WELLS AND
EUGENE ALEXANDER
Attended the National Assembly
of the Beta Kappa Chi Scientific
society at Wilberforce the weekend of November 17.

IDqunkagiuing
The private and personal blessings we
enjoy, the blessings of community, safeguard, liberty and integrity, deserve the
Thanksgiving of a whole life.
-JEREMY TAYLOR

Student ChairmanGus T. Pooole ••• Chairman of the Stuc!'eiir"W'eifare Committee. This title, under
our set-up, correspondents to the often
used title "President of the Study Body."
Poole u executive head of the Student Welfare Committee haa pledred h;. all in the
advancement of any idea or prorram that
allows for the prorression and betterlnr of
conditions that effect student life here at
Prairie View. A rraduated scale of social
priviledres Is now under coru,ideration by
the Council.

•

• •

LATE BULLETIN
Reliable sources reveal that the
SWC were the recipiants of a
letter from a large group of students requesting that their constitution be published and their
meetings made public and pledging their support for any movement they sponsor that is for the
creditable Progress of P r a i r i e
View. Great Stuff don't you think!
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'Y' HIGHLIGHTS

YMCA Launches
Annual Membership
Drive

A delegation of P. V. students of the advisory board and sponsors
attended a weekend fellowship with exchange suggestions. Lunch
meeting at Texas State University was eaten buffet style at 12 :30 in
The local Y.M.C.A. announced to
on the week-end of October 28 and the Kitchen of the Home Economics
this office, November 1st, that their
29th. The purpose of the trip was Department which is in the Fairannual membership drive has been
to exchange ideas and promote child building. After Lunch the
launched. Comprisers of the memfellowship. Prairie View was in a group reconvened to discuss other
bership committee in charge of the
position to give T. S. U. many aspects of the "Y" including Naactivities are Mr. Samuel Monthelpful hints, conference news and tional Assembly. The discussion
gomery, Mr. Floyd Parker and Mr.
welcomed suggestions, because of broke up about 3 :00 P.M. A planned
Claude Christopher. To become an
the Prairie View "Y" organiza- recreation period was then engagactive member of the Y.M. one
tion's long affiliation in the "Y" ed in by both groups. After recreamust first show an interest in the
movement and also because of the tion the two groups posed for a
programs the Y sponsors and be a
Local Organization's active parti- photo on the patio of the new
conformer to the ideas and ideals
cipation. The P. V. group included Administration Building.
of Christian living that the Y's
eight
girls: Loraine King, Lois
In conclusion the group joined
STUDENT COUNCIL MEMBER~ Jo,a:n, Recordinir Secretary and Rolland~
around the world stand for. A fee
Jordan, Maralene Palmer, Kittye hands in a friendly circle and sang
Ford, Treaaurer, representlnir the YWCA and YMCA respectively.
of $.60 will then be paid for the
D. Samuels, Juanita Livingston "Y" songs-The meeting was then
~
entire year and a Y card received.
Gloria Banks and Marjorie Bigsby. declared officially closed. The P. V.
There are numerous advantages
Delegates from the Y. M. were delegation report a highly successassociated with having a card from
Sam Montgomery, Claude Chris- fm and enjoyable trip.
Clothing Specialist
the local Y in one's possession. Any
topher, Roy Pettit, Holmer Pettit
Miss M. A. Bettis, who is travelY.M.C.A., whether local, national, Speaks at Men's
and Charlton Dawson.
ing for W. S. S. F. in the South
or internationally rated, will rec- Assembly
The P. V. delegations left on West Region of the country, was
ognize this card and the owner will
the 1 :14 Sun Beam and arrived on the campus. Known as "Bunny,"
Blake L. Speer, buyer of Men's
On October 22, 1950 Miss Carol in Houston about 2 :00 P.M. They to the active "Y" members, Miss
be given those services all members
receive. This card will be invalu- Furnishing for Sakowitz Brothers Jeane Brill, Instructor at Valley were met at the station by the Bettis is a graduate of the Univerable to students when en route of Houston was the pr inc i pa 1 Institute, Pharr, Texas was our delegation from T. S. U. in cars sity of Texas where she received a
home and back here again. The speaker at the Men's Assembly at Chapel Speaker. Miss Brill gave that took them to the University degree in Sociology last spring.
Y.M. along with the Y.W., spon- Prairie View A.&M. College on the student body some highlights Campus. Upon arriving at the cam- Having traveled in many parts of
November 2.
on How to Worship.
pus they were guided through the Europe, "Bunny" was well equipsors the annual Y Ball.
Mr. Speer discussed the four
Sunday afternoon at 3 :00 o'clock magnificent Administration Build- ped with current information about
Any person desiring to join may
contact either of the members of basic colors of Men's apparel and Miss Brjll met with the Methodist ing. They were highly impressed students on the other side of the
the membership committee or Mr. how these colors may be used to Student Movement group and a with the spacious beauty of the pond. Arriving on the campus
about 9:00 A.M. "Bunny" was
Rolland Ford, president of the obtain the proper and most pleas- few others for an informal chat. building only recently erected.
ing affects. He allotted some time She shared quite a few of her exMost specifically were they im- quickly pounced upon by students
local chapter.
for questioning at the end of his periences with the group, and also pressed with the luxurious Audi- hungry for suggestions about a
discussion and he was being piled gave them some points on pre- torium in the Adm. Bui Id in g W. S. S. F. drive. She chatted over
with questions long after the time paring worship services. At five Perhaps it would be correct to say coffee in the "Y" office with some
had expired and the assembly had (6) o'clock the reception committee that the delegation from here were members of the Y. W. C. A. Then
adjourned.
carried Miss Brill to dinner and very favorably impressed with the she was taken to meet some of the
Mr. Speer was enthusiastically later to the station where she left. improvements at T. s. u.-The campus faculty personnel.
The attendance of the Prairie received by the 800 or more men at 6 :00 o'clock enroute to the Uni- group attended the football game
Miss P. V. who is an active M. S.
View Sunday School has reached who had gathered for their regular versity of Texas, Austin, Texas.
that night between the T. s. U. M. member lunched with Miss Bet600. The yearly calendar of this monthly assembly for November.
Tigers and P. V. Panthers, need- tis along with Gloria Banlcs and
organization features the annual
YWCA Holds
less to say the Tigers were practi- Marjorie Bigsby of the Y. W. C. A.
Chri stmas party, the Chri stmas
C di . ht S
•
cally slaughtered. The next day
That afternoon Cabinet members
~lay, the E~ster program present- Student Passes
an e 1Ig
ervice
students from P. V. collected for of the "Y" and M. s. M. met to
mg the children• teof• the Su nd ay
Th e 1oca1 y . w . C. A . h eId a very ~uveniers , posters urging the Ti- discuss plans and receive sugges.sch 00 I' •th e ch ns i:img ceremony
Obsequies for Miss J essye Ma- impressive service for old and new
ers on to Victory. After the game tions. They finished up over cokes
mtroducmg_ new babies on the c~m- rie Stewart, a student of Prairie members of the organization. Lois
he P. V. delegation went as guests in the "Y" office in the Pant her
pus, the kmdergar~en graduation View, were held at Little Union Jordan, President of the local Y. {of T. S. U. to the dance given at Inn.
program
a·nd th e trip
sponsored
· Wl'thjexas State. The dance was held
As a result of the visit from
th
·
·
I
T ·by Baptist Church in Shreveport, La ., w . read th e ded'icati on service
e, Jbu n i O r-semor c ass:
~ipals on October 27, 1960 at 11:00A.M. group response. Alicia Wilson a
the Auditorium of the Fair- Miss Bettis, the local World Stuh ve UCJ~~n m~~e t th e hi st0 nc
Interment was in Cam • . Louis- talented ,young freshman played
hild Building.
dent S er vice fund group have
B r
. n , bet ark, Lare~o;n-:- ianaM. - - - f~ r - -d el ;
I.., ~~ m.J.,aj{:R!.Npit~n
~n ~~ut~day !f¥.-Y~~~p conv~d I .. ch~et s~i-~~ ~ ~ntry they
.
. .'
any nencts an r atives are program. Highlighting the s._vice
~ mee mg o
importance a l wis
ai .
.
to, S • Antomo to vi: ,t the Alamo'. grieved over the deatl. of Miss was guest speaker Dean Ida Bolorning. They met with commisLook for futher developments
to New Orleans to see th e Ma rd i Stewart, a 1947 honora ·y gradu- ton, dean of Women at Texas State sion groups with helpful hints and about the "World Student Service
Gras and to Monterrey, Mexico, ate of 0 Id Central (Now Booker University. Her talk was very in- a Iso Wl·th t h e ca binet and members F und Drive.
· "
during the paS t 6 years. Weekly T. Washington High School) of spiring. After Dean Bolton's speech
programs, alternati• g among the Shreveport, La., and a former stu- the new members lighted their
classes, offer interest a nd oppor- dent of Bishop College, Marshall, candles from the old members while
tunities for membe ' S to appear.
Texas. She was a 1948-50 student the organist softly played. The
:Q"egro Cadet Heads
An adult class is provided for of Prairie View in the Depart- girls with their lighted candles
faculty members who desire to at- ment of Sociology.
formed a circle around the Gym. Naval Class
tend. The latest addition to the
Miss Stewart, a very versatile The sight was very b e au t i f u I
Naval Aviation Cadet Dave
Sunday School program is the Sun- young lady, was a member of the especially with the lighted cross on
The C o m m u n i t y Chorus of
day School choir t.nder the spon- choir and one of the leading so- the stage and the candles produc- Campbell Jr., 23-year old Negro, Hempstead rendered a program in
sorship of Mrs. J a1.1es Randall.
prano soloists. Her many friends ing all the available light. By this was named the top cadet of the connection with the Music DepartThe Sunday School extends a will remember her gay, carefree service the Y. W. was taking an
ments weekly radio presentation,
Naval Air St at ion's preflight
standing invitation ' to all Prairie manner, her sincere friendship, her initial step in securing memberSunday November 19, 1950.
graduating class at Pensacola,
Viewites for their own spiritual good sportsmanship, and many ship.
The program was excellently
Florida. Navy officials said this presented, with several outstandfood and to help the Sunday School other good qualities. The exuberwas the first time in U. S. Naval ing soli numbers highlighting the
truly "grow and glow."
ance of her vibrating personality
history
the honor went to a Negro activity. It was centered primarily
was a magnetic charm to everyone
Cadet,
who knew her.
around the ThanksgivinJ season.
She took life in stride and kept
Campbell, of Augusta, Ga., is The prime and foremost thing that
a smile on her face even when cona World War II Marine Corps we should offer thanks for, according to the theme the program carfronted with the gravest of probveteran.
Miss Mary Helen Wilson, a senried, was the love of God and our
lems. Her last audible words on
ior in the Prairie View Training
Another Negro milestone and opportunity to be Chrjstians.
Tuesday night, October 24th "Come
School, participated in the amiual another goal for all of us to aspire
The entire student body was in
The Panther has received cor- and get me God," are evidence of
Marian Anderson contest on Octo- to.
attendance.
respondence since its last edition, that fact.
ber 6.
regarding the 1951 Esquire CalenThe contest was held in Philadar Girl Contest. Esquire Magadelphia, Pennsylvania at the Ethizine asked that the most beautiful
cal Society Building on Rittencoed of our campus be selected and State Teachers
house Square.
two of her pictures submitted to Convene at Waco
There were contestants from all
To the Students of Prairie View are not as insignificant as they
the judging panel composed of
over the United States and from
November
23-25
A. & M. College:
Bing Crosby, Kay Kyser, Milton
seem. Why must people watch us as
abroad.
As Chairman of the Student if we were incapable of governing
Berle, Eddie Cantor, Horace Heidt,
The Texas Association of ColorEach contestant sang two songs:
Welfare Committee, I should like our actions? It is simply because
Fred Waring, Rudy Vallee and ed Teachers will convene in Waco,
an aria of her choice and the seto express my appreciation for the we r e p e a t e d I y make mistakes
Ralph E d wards. October 31st Texas, November 23-25, 1960, with
lection, "I Attempt From Love's
cooperation you have given us thus that are conducive to the formamarked the closing date of the con- headquarters of all activities and Sickness to Fly" by Purcell.
test,
far. We are your representatives, tion of such opinions by others.
programs at Paul Quinn College.
Each contestant is given a rating
The "Miss 1951 Esquire CalenElaborate plans have been out- and the winner will be given a and your cooperation with us in So let us be the men and women
our programs will be utterly es- that we are, and I promise you
dar Girl" jackpot consists of an all lined by the local citizens to make $1000.00 scholarship.
sential in the accomplishment of that we will devote every ounce
expenses paid trip to New York, this annual session of the Teachers'
The contest was conducted by
of our energy toward attempting
a screen test by Metro-Goldwyn- Association eclipse former years in Miss Alyse Anderson, sister of our objectives.
Tentative plans are now being to achieve the ends that you want.
Mayer studios, appearances on net- entertainment, program, activities Marian Anderson.
work radio and television shows, and housing. Mr. G. W. Reeves is
Miss Wilson reports a vary en- made for the publication of the And I am confident that our efforts
Student Welfare Committee Con- will not be in vain.
her picture in Esquire Magazine official campus representative.
joyable trip.
stitution in order that you may
I further promise you that no
and national publicity via the
familiarize yourself with the prop- individual is going to misconstrue
press, radio, television and magaer methods of submitting topics, the purpose of the organization
God's goodness hath been great
zines.
problems, or requests to the Com- in such a manner that it will not
to thee.-Let never day nor night
Dr. E. B. Evans, President of mittee. I assure you that they will live true to its name, "Student
unhallowed pass but still rememPrairie View A. & M. College, was be carefully considered, for your Welfare Committee."
ber what the Lord hath done.
God has two dwellings: one in
elected vice-president of the As- problem is our problem.
Let us hear from you; we pledge
-SHAKESPEARE
Heaven, and the other in a meek
sociation of Land Grant College
There is much we can do our- our support to progressive princiand thankful heart.
Presidents at their recent annual selves, however. Minor things such ples for a better institution I
-IZAAK WALTON
JOIN THEY. M. C. A.
meeting in Washington, D. C.
as cutting line in the' dining hall
Gus POOLE

Representative From
Methodist Church
Addresses Students

Sunday School
Program Listed

a •

V

;

Vesper Program
Is Presented by
Hempstead Chorus

Panther Receives
Correspondence
From 'Esquire'

Local Student
Participates in
Music Contest

OPEN LETTER FROM THE STUDENT
WELFARE COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

Dr. Evans Elected

November, 1950

Jive From Our
Neighbors

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTllE'.R

VIEWS

Sounds That
Soothe and Send
~ ~ , C t

~ • 0 -•0 • - · 0 • - . > - • 0 · - 0 - -(, , _ U _

Daily Northwestern
Northwestern, Ill. - Occupying
the 17-rooms of the first men's
dormitory to experiment with nonsegregated housing are 25 white
students, eight Hawaiians, and
three N e gr o e s. Art Hagia, of
Midia, Prabhas (Jack) Chakkaphak, of Siam, and Evert Kleyorhans of Belgian Congo, Africa are
also residents.
University of Nebraska
A new fad has hit the University of Nebraska's Campus. Instead of being Pin Mates or Steadies, it is strictly the latest thing
in one's affairs for a couple to be
"cuffmates."
To
thing
pair
cuffs
sport

become "cuffed" the only
a fellow needs to have is a
of dime-store police handwhich he and his girl may
together.

Michigan State
The st u d e n t publication, the
Michigan State News was suspened because it editorially objected to the militaristic methods used
at Wolverine Boy's State, a citizenship institute under _the sponsorship of the American Legion.

u-
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Single Disc: George Shearing is an
unusual person who plays unusual
piano. The blind English pianist
got his inspiration from touring
American jazz artists. "Fats" Waller was his favorite. Wish that I
had information enough to tell you
more about him, however, there are
a few interesting facts about his
"cool" style with which I am familiar. There is a cult called "coolness" which is just the opposite of
"bebop". This cult originated in
Paris where American Jazz artists
are the toast of the town. It seems
the "cool" artist plays "With a minimum of emotion and the "cool"
audience listens with a minimum
display of emotions. The acme of
success as measured by the "cool"
audience, is to drift into a state of
reverie and out again doing a
"cool" number. If a person is so
uncouth as to swoon or shout his
appreciation during a piece he is
given a down the nose look. So
now the word is really "play it
cool." Yes, about this George
Shearing's record, M. G. M. has
released "I Don't Know What
Time It Was." It is co(o)lossal.
Popular Albums: RCA Victor has
released an album of the Gene
Krupa outfit playing "Fats" Waller. This danceable album includes,
"Ain't Misbehavin," "Honeysuckle
Falling."

Two of the Panther Staff members, Ira C. Massey and Joseph
R. Lee left Prairie View and got
to Houston by air (thumbs up)
and made a safe landing in Houston. After viewing the game and
cheering very broadly for the successful Panthers they assisted in
singing "Goodnight Texas State"
and proceeded to the T. S. U. campus by foot. They were graciously
issued tickets (free) by T. S. U.
faculty members, due to their association with the Prairie View
Publicity Department.
They entered the dance and immediately recognized quite a few
Prairie View citizens who seemed
to be enjoying themselves very
much. The band was "meddling between fair and goQd" and your
roving reporters commenced dancing. Everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves very much. Together they met a total of 33 freshman coeds and three junior coeds.
We are still wondering what happened to the higher classified girls
of T. S. U.
The night was quite eventful
and we returned to Prairie View
in good spirits.

NOSES

Mittie Dow-Miss Pantherette
Miss Pantherette of the month is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isiah.
Dow of Bivins, Texas. Three of the Dow girls have atten~ed Prairie
._View, the youngest siblings, a girl and two boys, not having reached
college age.

Noses are placed squarely in the
Mittie's hobbies are dancing and viewing sports, especially football.
center of the face for the purpose This Dow (ling) as born May 2, 1932. She was graduated from high
Southern Digest
of guiding air into the body, con- school in 1948. Mittie entered Wayne University in 1948. The following
ducting air out of the body, and semester she had what she terms her "Most interesting experience." For
Southern University Plans
perceiving scents. When walking several weeks she modeled as the typical "sweater and sock" college coed
made for the election of "Miss
Southern." Voting machines are to
upright a well formed man's nose for an art school in downtown Detroit.
be in use. Debating team organizes The Masterworks: You remember goes first. When walking in the
Here are Mittie's vital statistics: Height: 5 ft. 3 ½ in.; weight:
and includes Prairie View as its the Sabre Dance, no? They have dark, statistics show that you have
122
lbs.; bust: 35 in.; waist: 25 in. and hips: 37 in.
topmost competition.
recorded the c o m p 1 e t e Gayne a 50-50 chance of bumping your
nose.
Noses
are
often
stuck
in
She likes . . . the smell of the gas from the exhaust pipe of a car
Charles Mayfield becomes Baton Suites of which it is a part. The places where they don't belong.
Rouge's first Negro Sportcaster. recording is by the Philharmonic Noses are many times inserted into ... banana pudding ... the color blue . . . Al Hebbler's singing
Mayfield is a 1950 cum laude grad S y m p h on y Orchestra of New places where they are not wanted suspense stories ... Bob Hope ... Burt Lancaster.
of Southern and a member of Beta York, Efrem Katz conducting.
She dislikes ... airplanes and their height ...okra and spinach
or needed. Noses are a nuisance
Kappa Chi Scientific S o c i et y, may like the reverse sides bet r because they have to be cleaned the smell of dining hall fish ... cats ... Spike Jones . . . selfish individthan
S.
D.
through which he and "Perk" beoften and, in the case of women, uals ... exotic fashions.
came friends.
powdered often. Noses vary in
Her most exciting moment ... "when I detached a button off of Lionel
shape from sharp as a 25 degree Hampton."
Good Citizen's Life Insurance
angle to as blunt as a 170 degree
Company gave an automatic elecangle. They vary in size, from th~
Her_~o~t. p~h'l-rrassing moment ..
n· w at Way7 in a
tric scorebord.
-~ u ;,...J,.1tinoo
1
.J
size of a ~lum s~_!i to the sizr . ..~,.,f\i
:•v•._,.-;:•~ ,:.oR"Rm.~dly strutting up the "-__ _ 7'hpy
""; -:;__ _- and
~~ .
top of a coke bottle. With noses fell to the bottom.
Sam Huston Bulletin
Negro postman, Edwm ~~- being such a problem, don't you
Mittie was on the honor roll both semester's of last year.
Sam Houston College, Austin- Lemore of Hollywood Cahforma think they are more of a liability
Miss La Juanah R. Langston of was elected "King for a D~y" PY than an asset.
This brown-eyed, blacked haired beauty is a Sophomore majoring in
Amarillo, Texas was elected Fresh- women studio guests durmg ( a
Business Administration and minoring in Economics. She plans to be a
man Student of the month.
broadcast of the Mutual network's
secretary. (That's enough to inspire any one of your fellows to a man of
Miss Annie Jewell Sanford of Cinderella "Qµeen for a Day" probusiness affairs. What a Girl Friday ... Bong g g!)
Houston was the winner of Miss gram presented weekdays 1 :3Q to
Samuel Huston Contest.
2 :00 P.M. A 901st Air Base SecuriExaminations covering the first
ty Veteran of the last war, Mr. nine weeks period were completed
McLemore is a member of the in all departments between NovemLincoln Clarion
Lincoln University, Missouri- alerted 6th Combat Engineering ber 15, 18. These grades will serve
CADET SERGEANT John M. -That a testatrix is a woman who
Lincoln plans gala homecoming National Guard Unit. The postman to indicate to students their stand- Coruthers, Headquarters !:]ompany, has ,villed the object of her affecactivities with the Lincoln eleven showered with sundry regal gifts, ings in their classes. The examina- ROTC Bn., Prairie View A.&M. tions to another.
playing Wilberforce as the top at- asked only for "food for my family tion results will let pupils know College, was designated Cadet of
until my allotment checks start whether they should bear down the Month for the Month of Octo- -That Larceny is taking and
traction.
in."
and make better grades or lighten ber, 1950. Selections as Cadet of carrying a way p e r s o n a l goods
T .S.U. Herald
up (I wonder) and made less good the Month is based upon profici- (such as boyfriend) of another of
Houston-T. S. U. Float wins at
grades. The Panther Staff wishes ency in military subject, soldierly value from any place with the
State Fair. A College magazine rethe best of luck to all of you, and bearing, neatness, and discipline. criminal or fraudalent intent to
quested by the students.
hope that your marks require you Any member of the Corps of steal the same. Don't be guilty of
Enrollment reaches all time high
such an act.
to
lighten up ( ?)
Cadets may be designated.
with 2033 students.
The C a d et of the Month is -That an annulment is a campus
honored as a guest at dinner in legal decree that s om e o n e got
the home of the PMS&T on the moved out before they could move
Sunday following his selection.
in.
Cadet Sergeant Coruthers, accompanied by Cadet Lt. Col. Alfred -That Alimony is the coke and
H. Brailsford were guest of the movie allowance a fellow is comPMS&T and Mrs. Chase 5 Nov- pelled to pay, for his girl friend's
maintenance of the same while she
ember 1950.
is looking for another boy friend
or vice versa.

fou

Fit for A King-

1(.ANTlil -

t--------------~~~-.1.W-~-~

Mid-Term Exam's
Completed

Cadet of the Month

ROTC NEWS

THE PRAmIE VIEW COLLEGIANS
The jammlns croup ia livlns true to their prevlou■ ■ tandarda aa the sreateat
Coll e Band In the Jand. The Collea-Ian, ~r; ~nder the capable direction of Johnny "Buster" Andenon and _have appeared on
num~ous prosram, and played for man:, dances, creditably representins the collese. The Colleslana are aYatlable for ■enices
and ma:, be conducted throush Johnn:, Andenon. Vote for your Colleslana In the Annual Collese Band Contest.

Did You Know?

-That Insui·ance is a method by
In connection, with the Home- which man guards himself against
coming activities, the R .0. T. C. hazards of love.
Battalion was one of the important features of the Homecoming -That Casualty insurance is a
contract which provides for payparade.
The parade was led by the Bat- ments in case of loss or damage to
talion to the football field, where a property caused by accident. For
crowd of 5,500 spectators watched example, the loss of campus presses
or interests, theft of valuable dates,
with eagerness in their eyes.
Having led the parade to and breakage of campus couples.
around the playing field, it proceeded with its ceremonies for the -Trea-son is the act of waging war
day, including the playing of the against the College by never having
National Anthem, trooping of the anything good to say about it. It
line, officers center, pass in re- is an offense committed usually by
view. The spirit of the Corps was a student of the college.
very high, every cadet was neatly
dressed, thus rendering an added -That a trade mark is a distinctive work, emblem, symbol or deattraction to the entire parade.
The special drill team, as a part vise or a combination of these,
of the Battalion, aided in the half- used on personal (Boy friend)
time activities in the form of a goods actually taken, to indicate
or identify the owner of the goods.
special drill performance.

I
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The Crusade for Freedom
The cause of freedom has been championed since the earliest ages.
There are many types of freedom and some types have been fought for
since the beginning of civilization.
Primitive man felt it necessary to gain some form of freedom from
the drudgery and toil they encountered in securing the bare necessities
of life-thus came crude but elevating inventions.
Man in the latter part of the Middle Ages found it necessary, for
more freedom, to improve these inventions. Man in this age found it
necessary, too, to revolt against encroachment of his rights by other men.
To carry out these revolts many men were forced to leave their native
lands-thus our earliest settlements in North America, and in these
United States.
Today, after many years of progress, men who believe in liberty,
equality and justice for all, band together to champion the cause of
freedom-thus the United Nations Organization and its participation in
the present conflict in Korea.
The fight for freedom never ends and ours is to face the fight until
it ends, whether on our campus or abroad.
Is it coincidental that the word "American" ends "I can?"

Any letter printed in the PANTHER must be signed. Letters receiv;d that do not bear a signature
will not be published. Also, the
opions of the writer do not necessarily express the views of the
PANTHER nor the body it represents.

-

October 21, 1960
Prairie View
Dear Sirs:
I am very pleased with the fine
job you and your staff are doing
on the PANTHER, our Student Publication.
I feel that under the auspices of
such a competent staff the Panther
will far surpass its previous editions.
Respctfully,
Elvie Johnson

t

The Freshman Speaks
Upon entering coJlege a freshman's expectations are considered selfish
in some respects to the older students and faculty. The newcomer is
prepared physically to live away from home, but he is not prepared to
conform to the rigid rules and regulations governing young men and
women who are in some ways a little more matured than he. Assemblies,
lectures and other means are provided by the institution to help him
make this adjustment as rapidly as possible, but these are not enough.
To him they seem drab as well as a waste of time. Consequently, with the
average Freshman these preliminary initiations accomplish little or
nothing at all.
After the induction the responsibilities of collegel life begin to dawn
on him; he resents being told to go to Chapel and Vespers (as if he
were a kid); standing in lines for everything he has to do; having to
miss meals for fear of being late to class and numerous other little things
that hamper his making the adjustment as rapidly as possible which is a
necessity if he is to accomplish his goal and begin his studies successfully.
The many classes before us have done it. If they can do it, we can
too, so let's all give it a try. Will you, as a Freshman, expect the challenge and make the adjustment? The faculty and upperclassmen are
pulling for you.
-FERRELL SNEED

October 23, 1950
Prairie View
Dear Editor:
I was greatly impressed with
the caliber of journalastic writings
of the articles "Bend an Ear" and
"Sounds That Soothe and Send" in
your October edition. I would like
to know who was responsible for
writing these so I may render a
personal compliment. They, like
the rest of the paper, were quite
nice.
Yours,
Charles S. R. Mitchell

......
....

•.

&.

;ii

BEND AN EAR

'1:o the MEN ace on the campus
courtesy but please become mor e
Who last issue essayed to stamp us mindful of these few things.
We, the feminine population
When escorting a young lady to
Present this fruitful investigation. the movie please move forward and
We hope that when you read it
find a seat, then stand back and
You will not forget to heed it.
let her be sE!'ated. When coming
The tide has turned, or rather in contact with ladies at intersecwhat you dished out, the same tions do let them go their way beshall be dished back to you. That fore you go yours. When walking
Editors Note:
Both of the excellent articles is to say, in this issue the co-eds with two or more ladies always
were written by Miss Mary give a bit of advice to their male stay next to the curb." A piece of
Helen Mickens, a Senior in the classmates the latter having dish- queenly advice that should not be
Department of Bi-Ology and our ed out said advice to the former in ignored, I'd say.
One of our more creat ive co-eds,
Exchange Editor. These two the previous PANTHER.
The lassies heartily accepted Edith Boykin, the attendant to
departnumts will be in each issue.
this opportunity presented to them. Miss Prairie View, dashed off a
Lois Jordan, YWCA president catchy jingle which expresses her
Prairie View
recommends that "Remember fel- view point.
·
October 27, 1950
lo";s you are college young men "It matters not how good looking
. . . Our monthly orchid goes to the management of our colle_g e Dear Perkins:
anl:l should conduct and dress youryou arelaundry, and the staff, for th,_e excellent student laundry service
.
d'
Or how tall and handsome you may
1
1
· b emg
·
., w e now may receive
• 1aun dry wt'th'm one ( 1 )
Boy, that
band is on the ball!
seh yes accor mgly. t detracts from
th a t is
ren d ere,,.
.
.
be
•
L
.
.
Grand idea of yours concerning t e appearance of a well dressed
'
k
w~e,n excelle11 IC, areao, · 1jlver the system of previous years, and
,
. t·
yo~ng lady wh sh .
A young man with manners along
-6', '
•
·
k
h'
b
··
_.
.·
••
-.,me
campus
orgamza
ion
sponsoren
e
is
accompan.
,
. ,. .
O
nee d
za . .:.11~ 1mprovemeni; v t soc ~• s irts, utt_! relatives are program. h,guui;u•lh!, """' 1>e-rY1ce. ,.. _.i'!bev...e. v.L ... Y"'8"'~"'"'• ~-.- --, " :'ff.\~gffl1<l grO'Orthng•w, ::> • A_nt:omo ~ (as before) .of loS•vri"w•n nvo.- •r~ ,__,,
• ".
mg a program to buy them u1.i- iea Yan improper_y ressed young Is the DEMAND of the P.V.
+o a)Ia-<oai!l rfr• ~e precious articles. Never, no more, do you hear the bull
forms, since they don't have any. m8( . I have_ spec~fic reference to
young ladies, you see."
and hen session's anti-laundry comments.
I'm behind you and I know a lot th manner m which you dress on Mable Kind freshman co-ed says:
... A silent prayer of thanks is utte~e? here for. t~?se st udents who more who are, too.
S day."
.
"I dislike intensely the uncouth
had the good sense, forethought and civic responsibihty to place Gus
Keep up the good work,
' I dislike males who are conceit- manners exemplified by the young
T. Poole on the Student Welfare Committee. Tha~ks, als~, .for the people
Billie Chandler and
ed'l declares Ruth Joy Edwards, men when loitering on the "rails" ·
on the committee itself who had these same essential qualities and elected
Clarence Miller
Sunday S ch o o l Superintendent. Loitering is disgusting in itself
him chairman of the committee. A better MAN could not have been
"They seem to feel that the fact but when it is accompanied by comfound if the ends of the earth had been sea7ched. Gus possesses t~at Editors Note:
that they are males is reason ments on each passer-by it becomes
diplomatic know how, that sense of duty to his fellow man, that desire
Makes the staff feel great to enough for being so and, therefore, more than disgusting."
for a greater PrairiP. View and most important of all the guts and ba~kknow we've got that good old they never bother to cultivate their
"What do I think about P . v.
bone, the determination . and progress~v7 at~itude that are so essential
student support behind our civic abilities and attributes which wo~ld men ?-that would take quite a bit
for the attainment 01' this greater Prairie View we all speak of and are
endea••ors. Thank's. We'll be in make them well-rounded and m- 0 f
•t·
•
,
• •
wri short
mg. I think they are wonseeking. Gus has, also, the humi·1·1ty an d recep t·1ve a tt·t
i ude th a t m ake
there vpitching.
terestmg
md1viduals."
"In
for good leadership. Thanks is offered for the. p~esenc~ of Rolland
Petite Velma Livingston, our derful marvelous, stupendous-unFord and Frederick Todd who also possess the criteria. It is hoped that
Miss Prairie View of 1950-51, en- couth ' vulgar unkind conceited
the other student members will develop as th~se three (3). are develope~.
,,
treats you to bend an ear her way. and ~ngentle~anly by' turns. The
If this is done you can bet your most precious possession that you 11 Th1·s Business
"Young men, I'm sure you are young men themselves decide what
have before long a Prairie View that we can boast to the e~ds of
quite aware of the meaning of category they fall in " says Marthe earth about All these million and one little "unfortunate circumJ . B' b
'
stances" that ~ake for retarded development and tear at our school Of Education
orie igs y.
spirit will be eliminnted.
By JEAN K. NORRIS
The publishing of the ConstituLate Bulletin
. . . Thanks to Mr. Oscar Pipkin, or whoever is responsible for the
tion with suitable explanation was
near ceasing of the whistle blowing. You almost make us feel you're I've drawn the conclusion
The Student Council in a meet- retarded and limited to only 250
realizing we're human. Hope this will be inspiration for additional im- That all this confusion
ing, Monday, November 13, began copies to be printed and made
provement, for there is much room for it.
Over mere education
an investigative study in regard to available to the 2400 st udents.
Is just a creation
•.. A hearty wekome to Miss Ruth Outlaw and Mr. Elbert Hardethe social situation of students of This inadequate number was sugTo shatter or strain
man, our instructors in the School of Arts and Sciences, to our great
gested by Rolland Ford, YMCA
Youth's innocent brain
the college. This is the first step in
and grand Prairie View family, students and faculty alike. We always
representative. The reason given
Into a state of stagnation.
the overall attempt by the group to for this was that copies for every
welcome any additions that add to the enrichment of our group. Always
alleviate and change the situation student would be an unnecessary
we have that inter-family care for each other and the fundamental deOften I wonder
sire for the 'the betterment of ourselves, Prairie View, and ultimately this
waste of student-life money.
to meet our progressing era.
When my thoughts are asunder
world in which we live.
Is it worth the taxation
. . . Thanksgiving Day is just around the corner-don't wait until 'fo get education,
that day to give thanks for our blessings. Everyday in every week and But lose half life's leisure
In attempting this seizure
month should be a Thanksgiving Day for us all.
Of knowledge?
Published monthly in the interest of a Greater Pnirie View A. & M . Co11eae. The
... We all have so much for which to be thankful that every day, our
PANTHER 1erve1 aa the Voice of the Students Pantherland.
prayers could includP. something. Our health, the sun and alt its sur- If worth the worry to dare it
A MEMBER OF THE INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS
rounding elements, the greeness of the grass, the blueness of the skies, I'll brave it, I'll bear it,
Editor-in-chief .................................................................................................... ANDREW PERKINS
Manaeinir
Editor
..................................................................................................... JOSEPH R. LEE
the rain and all things that go to make this old world beautiful. The For someday some say
New■ DeDartment
•
Carvers of the Booker Washingtons, Phylis Wheatleys, Ben Franklins, This brute business'll pay,
Editor .............................................................................................................. JEAN K. NORRIS
.Aaaistant
Editor
..........................................................................................
EVELYN BANKS
Thomas Jeffersons, Roosevelts, Lincolns and all who have contributed And I'll shout confirmation,
Auistant Editor ...................................................................................... ELSWORTH LOCUS
Feature Department
to this great stockpile of knowledge from which we daily draw. Our 'Tis a great education
Editor ................................................................................................................ LORRAINE KING
mental ability and cnpability, our parents and their desire for us to be I'm getting.
Auistant Editor ...................................................................................... DRUCILLIA MOORE
Social
News Department
economically secure, our opportunities to also make a contribution to
Editor ....... .... ............................................................................................ MARJORIE BIGSBY
Auistant Editor ............................................................................................ BARBARA HINES
world betterment, are just a few of the things that every Oile here can
Sport■ Department
daily give thanks for.
Editor ................................................................................................................ WILLIAM SMITH
A■aiatant Editor ............................................................................................. FARREL SNEED
Exchange Editor ..................................................................................... MARY H. MICKENS
... STUDENTS get behind your Student Welfare Committee as ONE.
Circn1ation Editor ............................. .... ...... . ... .............. ........ ..... ... ffiA C. MASSEY
Typiata .................................................... ARLENE GREENWOOD-ELLA LOUISE LATHAN
FORGET your petty personal likes and dislikes about each other and
think in terms of one common cause-a greater and better Prairie View.
NATIONAL ADDVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE
National Advertisine Service Inc,
This can and will only be attained through COMP ACT UNITY of the
420 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Prairie View family. Bear in mind, also, that we've got to prove ourAny
n~w• ft,,m or matt.-ni of interPSt to the PANTHER msy be presented to the
selves as a group. We can't expect progressive development if we snow
office of Publication■, 201 Adm. Buidinll', or the Office of the PANTHER-B-6 Adm.
Bullding.-Phone 167
we are'nt ready for it. Bear in mind, also, that always along with
rights and privileges come responsibilities and duties, so in view of this:
Entered u oecond class matter, at the Prairie View Branch Poet Office, Hemp■ tead,
Texu in accorc!Ance with the act of Coneress. March 3, 1879 •
. . . Be good People and take care of yourselves.

Points From the Editors Pen

:=,i,;-
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- - - THE
Panther Rambler

ARCHERY ON THE "HILL" ••• ~es A l d ~ I and Estella Williams,
left to tiirht respectively, practice archery ontM'eliefd. T ~ o f 'lrciieG'ls one of
the many aporta offered u a part of the Physical Education Pro.irram.

The Rambler asked the following question this month: "Do you
think the United Nations Forces
should have crossed the 38th parallel in Korea and why?"
The Answers were as follows:
Thomas Solomon: Yes because
the North Koreans would have remassed and attempted another invasion.
Mildren M. Montgomery: Yes,
because it was necessary in order
to make the action final.
H. T. Jones: Yes, because I
have "'confidence in the decisions of
our military leaders.
Willie Mitchell: Yes, because if
they had'nt it would have resulted
in a reptition of the original
situation.
Val H. Collins: Yes, but the U.
N. forces should have attacked on
the coast from Yong Yong to the
boder on the West Coast. They
should have planned a coordinated
movement instead of rushing along
each unit separately.
Reverend Lee C. Phillip: No because it is causing mass destruction of life.
George Riley: Yes, because the
North Koreans would have come
right back after reorgamzmg.
Richard Allen: Yes, the United
States should go all out for war
and get everything settled as to
the K~rean and and Communist
situation.
Richard Lewis : No, because it
is defeating the purpose of the
United Nations to maintain
peace.

George R. Woolfolk: It would
require the gift of prophecy to be
absolutely objective on the question. Our m i 1 i t a r y strategists
should have considered the international impact--they only considered it as being local. Were the
Allies prepared? They can't kill
all of the Communists in the world.
Did they consider the psychological effect? What-~7 •ve we proved?
-..2'1'<>rtN~rth~Y')ans, . -·!!!'"~~~'2th
Koreans are homeless and hungry
and cold as a result of "Democracy's" intervention. To the poor
people democracy is a good theory,
but will this theory better their
health conditions and living standards.

HAPPENINGS

(Social Jive)
TIME SPENT; EARS BENT
THOUGHTS ARISING - FOLKS SUR:&llSING
SHOULD BE NOTED-WE SAY
SO BRING IT IN TO US TODAY

Campus bells are ringing for
Miss P. V. and the present object
of her affections. The man of the
hour happens to Ii, none other
than the leader of the famous P. V.
Collegians Johnny Anderson, better
known on the campus as "The Buster." However hours do pass quickly and who knows who the next
object will be. There is still hope
fellers.
'

• • •

Have you seen the Parlor over
to the "Lil Shamrock" (Suarez)?
Please excuse the expression but
everyone thinks it is real "Knocked Out." The furnishings are completely Vogue with a gorgeous fire
place that is made to order for
this weather. The recess lighting
is set to "Mood Indigo"-need I
say more?

• • •

The P. V. Cow Town Club covered the spirit of Halloween with a
social p r e c e di n g the 31 date.
Orange and Black were the dominating colors in ladies apparel.
The men present were typical
spooks (Halloween spooks that is)
in· blue jeans and other Halloween
attire.

• • •

The North Wind did blow and
the Panthers did go Homecoming
day, to the teeth chattering delight of P. V. Grads and Under
Grads.
• • •
Many temporary Widows were
reunited with their p o t e n ti al
spou
. ses...,....on
homecc;iming day.• Among
, ;\
... T::l,•H ::RJJt ~j
, .vov
.... ._~ Y reumon were
Jean Anderson with her P. V.
Alumni press Homer D. Franklin,
Charles Richardson and Joe Smith,
Laura Williams and Vernell Jackson, Marjorie Bigsby with Delbert
Dawson, Laura Duncan with Tullie Evans and Johnnie Mae Jones

with-oops! that didn't come true.

• • •

The dance held late homecoming
evening was rather disappointing
to most, not only because it started
at 7:30 and stopped at 9:00 P.M.
It was the opinion of most that
our own P. V. Collegians have I.
H. Smallie and his band beat two
to one.

• • •

This is not official but there is
talk of secret society brewing in
the female hemisphere. Sounds like
a good idea for cultural uplift.-

•

..

Prairie Viewites ran into quite a
few of their own now at T. S. U.
Gloria Bennett is now a Coed at
the University.-The George Mundine is working his M.S. these days,
believe it or not. Just as sharp as
ever.-Frank Bennett is also now
enrolled at T. S. U. but says he
will rejoin the P. V. family next
semester.-Ex-P. V. fcaulty members helped the new university to
look like home to the P. V. Visitors.
Dr. Bullock is head of Sociology
Department. Mr. R. W. Hillard is
working with Public Relations. A
former P. V. student is Dr. Welch
now at T. S. U. and is working
actively with the S. C. A. movement. She is a Lady Ph.D.
ORCHIDS AND ONIONS
"Orchids" to the P. V. Victoria
for putting out such snazzy
fems ~~ ·,.,. .homecoming.eANT .
Club:j}
· v\ had
., ative .u,. •
o
"Orchids" to the Panthers forrvictorious homecoming."Onions" to everybody that left at
the half of the game Saturday.
"Orchids" to the gallant souls who
stayed until the end of the game
in spite of the cold.-

fon.P

George Brooks: No comment.
Results:
a. Seven people said "yes" definitely.
b. Three people said "no" definitely.
c. One answer that does not
answer either way but provokes
needed thought on our part.
d. One "no comment."
SWINGING OVER THE BAR , , , Thia body developln.ir and muscle coordlnatin,r
exercise is a part of the Phsyical Education Proirram for men beinir offered at Prairie View • •,!!mes Solom'?!) and J. T. Waahi ton, I t to ri.irht respectivel;r, who are
"old hands" at" 1uch thin,rs, de on■ ra e or o ective comen,

Watch for the next edition of
the Panther in which the Rambler
will p r e s e n t his findings on
whether we should be taught a
course in "Marriage Relations."

THE WOMAN TO THANK FOR THANKSGIVING
By ORA STRONG
(Condensed from Holland's, the
Magazine of the South, November,
1950, page 15)

We usually think of Thanksgiving as an institution dating
back to the days of the Pilgrims.
Yet, as a national holiday, Thanksgiving has been in existence only
87 years. In over 200 years that
followed the Pilgrim's first harvest
celebration, only once did the nation observe an official day proclamation in 1789.
If it had not been for a woman
magazine editor of the Victorian
era, we might still be celebrating
Thanksgiving in the 48 states on
as many different days of the year.
When Sarah J. Hale became editor
of Godey's Lady's Book she found
that few of the states, which observed Thanksgiving did so on the
same day and she started what
turned out to be a seventeen-year
crusade for a national Thanksgiving Day. Each year in July and

August she renewed her campaign
through her editorials. She even
wrote thousands of latters in her
own hand to the President, to
governors of states and to other
influential men.
Meanwhile, she went ahead with
other projects. One of the first of
these was to rally for readers to
the cause of complelting the memorial of the battlefield of Bunker
Hill. She was a friend of Matthew
Vassar and helped to organize that
first school of collegiate rank for
women.
When she became editor of Godey's Lady's Book, Mrs. Hale was
a middle-aged widow with five
children. During her 40 years on
the magazine, she wrote some two
dozen books and h u n d r e d s of
poems. Every child has heard and
loved "Mary Had a Little Lamb,''
which Sarah Hale wrote in one of
her books of verse for children.
As Mrs. Hale saw the War Between the States appoaching, she

worked desperately for a national
Thanksgiving Day in the hope that
it would reunite the nation spritually. When she finally went to
President Lincoln in 1863, she hap
obtained agreements from all the
state governors to set aside the last
Thursday in November as Thanksgiving Day. Mr. Lincoln agreed
with her suggestion that he issue
a proclamation and soon afterwards delivered a stirring Thanksgiving message to the nation.
Since President Lincoln proclaimed that first national Thanksgiving Day 87 years ago, our Presidents have issued a similar proclamation each year:
"I do therefore invite my fellow citizens in every part of the
United States and also those who
are at sea or who are so journeying
in foreign lands to set apart and
observe the last Thursday of November next as a day of Thanksgiving and praise to our Beneficent Father who dwelleth in the
Heavens."

..

OLE NOSEY
We see that the new school term
has brought about few changes,
such as the Freshman girls are still
moving the Sophomore, Junior and
Senior girls out of the picture
completely. The fellows don't seem
to have much affection for these
glamour girls of last year ..• Be
careful Freshman, you're new, if
you would take it more slowly,
perhaps you would make more
progress, men like to be the pursuers not the pursued ..• We have
voted Evelyn Gamble and Harold
Sargent; Carolyn Gates and Jesse
Gardner~ Gladys McKinney and
Elton Williams; Gloria J. Banks
and Johnnye M. Walker; Majorie
Cockerell and John Stewart; Barbara· Stevens and Sterling Patrick
as the ideal college couples.

Jenelle Ewell and Clarence Barrens (a four year couple) are still
very close; it must be love .••
Mittie Dow, you seem lonely
since Clifford Cross graduated •••
Earline Wilcots and Bill Hodges
are still seen around the campus
together ....
Evelyn Bowers and Demosthenes Dansby; Samantha Ross and
James Smith; Bettie Meshack and
Freddie Mann; Lois Jordan and
W. H. Palmer; Alice Wills and
Freddie Outley have been seen together for "so many years" until
it seems natural to see both of
them if you see one.
Is it love that draws Earle Nathan and Frederick Todd to the
dining hall at the same time each
meal each day?

JUNIOR CLASS TO ARMY EXEMPTS
PRESENT PRE
STUDENTS
CHRISTMAS DANCE The Commandant of the ROTC
The Junior class in a general
class meeting, Monday, November
13, made plans for the presentation of a dance to be sponsored by
the class s o m e ti m e before the
Christmas holidays begin or immediately after we return. The
Four Aces of the Collegians have
been tenatively selected to render
the musical selections.
An intermission floor show is
also tenatively planned to add to
the enjoYJtient of the program. Additional plans will be announced
later. Mr. Todd, president, urges
all Juniors to attend meetings.

I
\

Battalion at Prairie View, Lt.
Colonel Hyman Y. Chase, issued a
memorandum c o n c e r n in g deferments recently. The statement
concerned all men e n r o 11 e d in
ROTC courses. The facts about the
deferments were as follows:
Freshmen to be exempted-None
Sophomores to be exemptedSome
Juniors to be exempted-Most
Seniors to be exempted-All
These facts were received with
glee by the upperclassmen but, on
the other hand, the fish and crabs
were moved more to the solemn
side.
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DEPARTMENTAL AND CLUB NEWS
English Department
This year the Dramatic Club
is under the direction of Mr.
Charles Minor and Miss Lois Bare.
The radio club will once again
be among the organizations of the
campus. Mr. Edward Hardeman
will be the supervisor for the club.
The purpose of this organization
is to acquaint the members with
the radio, its broadcast, types of
programs, and services. It also
will serve as a training group to
be used in connection with Prairie
View's weekly broadcast.

The first official meeting of the
Prairie View Collegiate Chapter
of the Texas Academy of Science
was held October 20th. The officers
and sponsor~ of the club decided
that in addition to holding joint
meetings with the Prairie View
Science Club, the chapter would
hold monthly meetings as a separate unit. Officers for the Chapter
are:
Presiden~Cameron Wells
Vice Presiden~
Andrew Perkins
Secretary-Mary H. Mickens
Assistant Sec'y-Ruth Edwards
Treasurer-Claude Flanagan
On November 16, 17 and 18
Business Mgr.-Cecile Harold
members of the Sociology Club
Reporter-Lonnie Bunkley
plan to attend the Texas Welfare
Vivian Brooks, Chairman of the
Association meeting in San An- program committee is planning a
well-rounded program this year.
tonio.
On November 30 and December In addition to plans for regular
1 and 2 members of department programs in which the members
will attend the meeting of the will give reports of their research
Texas Academy of Science in projects, she plans to invite outDallas. Imagene Ford, a junior, standing speakers of the various
is scheduled to present a paper science fields to appear before the
before the academy.
chapter. From her report the chapOn November 4th, 8 students ter is promised an outstanding
will take a civil service examina- program this year.
tion for the positions of field workAgain the Department of N atuer, inteviewer, child welfare work- ral Sciences ~ hemistry, Biology
er, and clerk typist.
and Physics) has one of the largest
enrollments in its history. These
departments are servicing over
sixty per cent of the student body
More than fifty members of the of P r airie View. The department
Sociology Department attended also supplies the largest number
the opening meeting of the Prairie of eligibles for the club. The prosView Sociology Club when officers pects for a large membership of
f or 1960-51 were elected.
high calibre students are excellent.
With Rufus Venters, vice-presiTen of the members are making
dent last year, and a May, 1960 plans to attend the Academy meetgraduate, presiding, the following ing at Dallas on November 30 until
officers were elected:
December 2. Clifford Pollard will
Mr.Johnnie Lee Anderson,
present a paper at this meeting.
President
Dr. High's grant is progressMr. James Felton Watson
\,
ing well. The technician is Mr.
Vice-President ,-- ,ve _no_w \ Sherman Wilson who has done a
Mio tdt~ - • . T ~•".;.. ,---,,v<>Tllent~VE!
. 1ou .1,t..
" 0£loru
, _yea:s. work on hi,-'lu"'"'..-_....,.."_-.d_
P"'""<>I: eo'.,\'~- µomo
~
•9~ scui!B0 ,,
,_,µ6 ~
_
Miss %_ a M. Davis
"rr)
Ass-, ,Q.:.nt Secretary
Mr. Richard Hightower
Treasurer
Clinics are being sponsored by
Mr. Edgar Malone
the History Department as an adBusiness Manager
junct to class work. They are held
Mr. Roosevelt Jones
every Tuesday for Freshman and
Assistant Business Manager
Sophomore students.
Miss Fredreica Dean
Mr. Clyde Franklin is working
Chaplain
on a thesis dealing with Negro
Following the installation of political leaders in Waller County.
Mr. Anderson and staff, plans were He is using county records traced
made for the club to enter a float in to the beginning of the county. It
the Homecoming parade.
is interesting to note that Negroes
During the next few weeks mem- held jobs of a political nature in
bers in the Club will represent the Hempstead until 1900 and 1903.
College and the Department in
After the Terrell Election Law
meetings of the Texas State W elof 1903, Negroes ceased to hold
fare Association in San Antonio,
the Texas Academy of Science in political offices. This study is in
line with the County Doom Study
Dallas, and several will take Civil
S e r vi c e examinations for posi- of the History Department which
tions in the Department of Public is a compilation of facts concerning the activities of the Negro
Welfare.
Miss Imogene Ford, a J unior in the counties of Texas. This
from Ft. Worth. will be one, of the study has the i m p l i c a t i o n s of
speakers at the annual meeting being of great interest and value.

The Prairie View - Beaumont
Club met and elected the following
officers for the year :
Joseph Randolph Lee--PreBident
Clarence Jackson - Vice President
Arthur Jean Milligan - Sec'y
Wanda Mae ForemanTreasurer
Clarence Harris-Busines8 Mgr.
Effiie HollowayProgram Chairman
Leonard Fonteno~
Athletic Sponsor
The Club has made plans for an
entertainment on Friday, November 24. The decorations will be in
keeping with the Thanksgiving
holidays. Music will be provided
by the "Four Aces."
Mr. C. A. Wood is the Faculty
Sponsor.

Sociology Department

Home Economics
Department
Prairie View's Home Economics
Department presented one of its
most novel and attractive displays
in the show windows on the first
floor of the Household Arts Building during the week preceeding
Halloween.
The exhibit was composed of a
witch with a stick stirring a brew
in a black pot, made from paper
machet, over a wood fire. A black
cat was on the ,vitch's side. Hay,
corn, stalks, pumkins, added to the
seasonal scenery. The left parteteon of the window showing a small
house revealed a grostesque mask
inside. The right parteteon · of the
display window revealed a barren
tree with an owl perched on a
limb. We shall look forward to
other equally interesting exhibits
from the Home Economics Department.

I

I

History Department

Lufkin-Nacogdoches
Club Officers
Presiden~Alfred Bradford
Vice Presiden~. C. J ones
Secretary-Evelyn Banks
Assistant Sec'yMary Ruth McGown
Treasurer-Earl Brown
Business ManagerJ. T. Washington
Sgt./ M anager-Geneia Sigers
Ruth Washington
ParliamentarianReporter-Helen Kidd

~ ~ . . . _ . . ~ . _ . . , _,~ . . _ . . .
>.-c~ c , - . . .. . --0,-
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November 21 - Freshman Class
Meeting
November 22 - Y.W.C.A. Meeting
November 23-Thanksgiving Holiday-Convocation and Activities
November 26 - Football GamePrairie View vs Southern
Student Entertainment
November 30 - Dramatic Production
December 2-"Y" Formal Dance
December 3-10 Religious Emphasis
Week
December 6-Y.M.C.A. Meeting
December 8-16-Y Leadership Institute
December 13 - Freshman Class
Meeting
December 13-Y.W.C.A. Meeting
December 14 - Dean of Men's
Meeting

Sociology Club Officers

Sociology Club

of the Texas Academy of Science.
The P rairie View Chapter of this
organization is the only chapter on
a Negro College campus.

MONTHLY
ACTIVITIES

Beaumont Club

Science Department

November, 1960

"Beta llappa Vlti
Mr. H. F. Jones, sponsor of the
local chapter of the Beta Kappa
Chi, plans to attend the national
meeting of this organization at
Wilberforce on November 16, 17,
and 18. Some students from Prairie View will present papers at
this meeting. Dr. E. E. O'Banion
will attend as regional vice president.

Presiden~Claude Christopher
Vice-PreBiden~Elvie Johnson
Secretary-Dorothy Wilson
Treasurer-Dorothy Wilson
BusinesB ManagerWellington Scott
Sponsor-Mrs. Ozania Davis
Note: It should be noted that
for the past two years this club
won first place for decorated cars
at homecoming.

Cadet Officers and
NCO Ball to
Be Presented
The Cadet officers of the ROTC
Battalion will present their annual
for.~ al affair December 8th in the
Pa?,ther Inn. Forty-five officers
an~ their guests will be in attendani::e. Carl Owens is tenatively listed I as the band, Cadet Captain
Cl~rence Barrens are the directors
of the affair.
he Non-Commissioned Officers
of he Cadet Battalion under the
direction of Cadet Master Sergeant
Atjdrew Perkins have begun their
fa r. Plans are still in process and
pla'ns for their annual formal afam ouncements will be made later.
There ar.e 113 NCO's. These two
gal~ Military affairs will be topped
off by the presentation of the Cadet
Ball, where all ROTC members
and their spuces will be in attendance.

It can be done

• • •

JOIN THEY. M. C. A.

The worship most acceptable to
God, comes from thankful and
cheerful hearts.-PLUTARCH

The Committee worked deligently and progressively. The end product, a finished constitution was
presented and approved in April.
A Campus wide election, complete
..,...: · ~ wlti~«• l:'".1. ·"·n:.:, a.1 fl :sunp "lJuX
speakers, was held with expected
success.
Only those who were directly
concerned with the functioning of
the original committee is aware of
the obstacles they over ran and
conquered, and only these persons
know that these people, as were
the writers of our National Constitution, the instigators of a mode
of life that shall forever live.

Mrs. McDowell's
HOME COOKED FOOD
Hamburgers a Specialty
North Side at Hempstead

The English Club held its first
meeting on November 1, 1950. The
following officers were elected:
Presiden~Jean Norris
Vice PreBiden~Loraine King
Secretary-Irma Faye Allen
AsBiBtant Sec'y-Charlie Brown
TreaBurer-Gwendolyn Faulkner
Program Committee ChairmanClara Dawsey
Reporter--J ohn Harris
Ways and Means CoordinatorJesse Green

BEAT SOUTHERN

Now it can be told-I've anticipated writing such an article since
last year this time. It's with a
deep feeling of accomplishment
and pride that I do so now.
The Student Welfare Committee
-the modified Student Council in
reality, began as an idea in the
minds of now unknown unsung
heroes in the darkest corners of
the so-called New trailor area. The
idea after careful consideration
and evaluement was finally presented to the Administration. Being
a liberal and progressive minded
administrator, Dr. Evans appointed a Committee to construct a constitution for such a group, along
the lines of our past, present and
future "peculiar" conditions and
circumstances. Those students a~
pointed were:
Mr. Lawrence Price, president
of the Class of '50; Mr. John P.
Crawford, president of the class
of '51; Mr. Andrew Perkins, president of the class of '52, and Mr.
Ira C. Massey, president of the
class of '63. Miss Ruth Sewell,
president of the '49-50 Chapter of
Alpha Pi Mu; Miss Majorie Bigsby, president of the '49-50 YWCA;
Mr. Claude Christopher, president
of the '49-50 YMCA; Mr. Lyte
Taylor, senior; and Mr. Allan
Smith, the most diplomatic and
constructive thinking young man
that has passed through Prairie
View's doors. Faculty members
who comprised the committee were:
Mr. J. E. Ellison, Mr. H. T. Jones,
Dr. J. M. Caruthers, Dr. E. E.
O'Banion, Dr. George R. Woolfolk,
Mr. L. E. Scott, Mr. R. W. Hillard,
Mr. C. A. Wood, Mr. C. H. Nicholas, Mrs. A. C. Preston and Miss
A. L. Campbell.

The bulk of the student representation has graduated or otherwise gone into the world to attempt the conquering of life's
problems. The sole remining student members on the campus are:
Mr. Andrew Perkins, Editor of
the PANTHER, Miss Majorie Bigsby, Society editor of the PANTHU
and Mr. Ira C. Massey, Circulation
Editor. To you all-we salute you
and shall forever be grateful and
proud of your accomplishments.

English Club

Two new members have been
added to the Science Department
staff. They are: Frank Henderson
from New York University and
G. E. Rowley from Syracus University.

The History of the
Student Welfare
Committee

Hits the Spot

MELLO KREAM
Call For"

A

The Radio Committee of the Collrce has served outstandincly as one of our lead•
inc public relation acen cies. Jlliss Olivia Alfred and l'tlisa Ch stine Davis, represent
\.he technical stall', who are rarely seen by the public; but a;,; !arc• y responsible for
t he success of the procram. The bottom Insert shows the committee, alone with the
Collece Choir, typically presentinc its weekly broadcast over KLEE, Houston at 7
o'clock PM.

Mello Kream"-By Name
BRYAN, TEXAS

November, 1950
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Panthers Claw
Texas State 32-6

Panthers Win Over
Texas College 13-6

Friday, October 27, the Prairie
View Panthers demobilized the
Texas State Tigers by a score
of 32-6 before a huge crowd in
Buffalo Stadium, Houston.
The Panthers' defensive players
were the shining stars in this game.
Halfbacks Bennie Landers and
Arthur Eaton made long runs
which h Iped the Panthers get a
1
couple <l touchdowns.
Landirs intercepted two of the
T. S. 1 U. passes and went all the
way /to pay-dirt both times. His
firr e TD covered 36 yards, while
the others covered 72.
The Panthers got another six
points after Arthur Eaton had
received a punt and being almost
netted, little Eaton who is as slippery as an eel, raced to the side
lines and made his way 66 yards
until being brought down on the
T. S. U. 4-yard line.
The Panthers' big "Tank" Dillon,
was also an outstanding star, but
an offensive one. Dillon made a
beautiful 33 yard run to pay-dii:.t
and did tremendous punting.
Arthur Brown, also made a Panther TD by bulldozing his way
across the double-stripes from the
4-yard line. Joe Washington also
scored for the Purple and Gold.
The T. S. U. Tigers lone touchdown came early in the second
quarter on a 66 yard gallop by
their halfback Ford.

Saturday, Nov em b er 4, the
mighty Prairie View Panthers,
celebrated their Homecoming by
ekeing out a 13-6 victory over the
Texas College Steers before a jam
packed crowd in the Prairie View
Stadium.
The Panthers first touchdown
came about five minutes deep in
the first quarter and the other in
the early part of the third quarter.
Big Leon a rd "Man Mountain"
Robinson blocked an attempted
punt on the Steer's five-yard lineThe ball was blocked and it rolled
behind the goal line, and was covered by Robinson. Joe Henry missed
the conversion.
·
The Panthers final tally came in
the third quarter, when Ray Don
Di 11 on took a hand-off from
quarterback Jack Bellinger and

•,;,

. :

•:
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Poll tax is now due and must be
paid on or before January 30, 1961.
All eligible persons here are urged
by the institution to pay his or her
poll tax, which is $1.75 by this
deadline date. Students who have
not reached this voting age can
gain practical experience for the
duty, by participating actively and
dutifully in all campus elections.

r•
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Honest to Goodness

Hampstead Bakery

GOODNESS

For the Best in Pastry,
Pies, Cakes and Cookies
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

.

crashed through tackle, hke something shot out of a gun, and cutting
to the side lines going all the way
for a 22-yard gallop. Bellinger
tossed a flat pass to Harry Haywood, the Panther's fullback who
is big as a tank but runs with jet
speed on over double strpes for the
conversion and the final score for
the Purple and Gold.
The Steers came through in the
last five minutes of play in the
fourth quarter on a pass. But with
the Panther's line and good running backs being keyed up as they
were and with the fine coaching of
Jimmie Stevens and assistants the
Panthers were bound to win.

JASTER'S JEWELRY
Take
j

TAYSTE~ BREAD

.:.,.i.,• .,. . _,..,jo•

Pay Poll Tax
By January 30

D

OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Examined
Glasses Fitted
401 Fannin Street
HOUSTON, TEXAS

FOR

The 1949 season of sports events
was no doubt one of the greatest
sporting years' of our era, and
since the year of 1950 is about to
come to an end, I would like to review you on the past year.
194\l was a great year . • . it
was the year in which the mighty
Notre Dame went through another
undefeated football season.
It was the year that you woke up
on the morning of last day on the
regular baseball season and didn't
la.....l - o -

. -~:'

THE PANTHERS OF P.RAlRIE VIEW have run up an impressive 190 points to their opponents 64 points, winninir five
conference irames and losinir only one.
From L, to R, on the line: Charles Haywood 175 lb L. E.; I ~ 260 lb. L. T.; Vance Beard, 158 lb. R. G . ; ~
~ 1 9 2 lb. Center; Andrew~78 lb. R. G.; Edwarit D e o ~ . T. and~ Jucet 190 lb. R. E. Comri•or of the
backfield ar•· .JpA,,lllTubi11iliii, 162 lb. B. B.; , J o ~ ~ - ; C a 1 1 ~ a y w o < t d , 200 lb. F. B. an Buford
Holland, 152 lb. H. B. The PANTHERS are li1ili ln their anticipation bfknockinir the hiirh ftyinir Southern Jairuars from their
National and SWC perch and rollinir on to their fourth SWC Championship,
:---=,----='"'='---.~~,-----,=-----,

•

league pennant.
The Yankees beat the Red Sox,
while the Dodgers nosed out the
Cardinals by over powering the
Philadelphia Pillies.
The Yanks walloped the Brooks
in the World Series, four games
to one.
It was the year in which Eddie
Waitkus was literally blasted out
of the Philadelphia Phil's lineup by
a nutty girl with a gun.
Nobody likes to remember it,
but it was the year Mariel Cerclan
was killed in an airplane crash
while flying to the United States
in an attempt to regain his world
middleweight boxing championship
from Jake LaMotta.
It was the year in which Art
Houtteman of the Detroit Tigers
came back to win 16 games after
having his skull fractured in a
springtime auto crash.
1949 was the year Don Newcombe
came up to Brooklyn from Montreal and voted Rookie of the
year. . . And it was the year in
which Willie Pep regained his
Sandy Saddler after being knocked
out by Sandy in their first meeting.
It was the year in which Jimmie
Stevens was named head coach
of Prairie View.

.- .,:-:
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The Past Year
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EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Diamonds-Watches-Silverware--China
Phone 187

RADIO SALES & SERVICE
We Repair All Makes Radios, Phonographs and
Public Address Systems~
SATISFACTION GU ARANT
HAROLDLAROC~o.

Comp 'ments

TAYS TEE BAKING C 0.
HOUST6N, TEXAS

---

Phone 4, Hempstead, Texas

Garret's Humble Service Station
In Appreciation for your Continued Patronage
Waller, Texas

24 Hours Service

Compliments of
THOMAS D. VAUGHN
J. PAT KNOX
Special Representatives

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Eat, Drink and be Merry
at

WAYSIDE TA VERN
WALLER, TEXAS

* Fried Chicken
Sea Foods
* Steaks

*

Mr. and Mrs. Walker and White

SANDERS PHARMACY
Call 345

For Your Drug Wants
HEMPSTEAD
"WE APPRECIATE YOUR TRADE"

You are Invited to-

CLUB GABLES

Call your local Greyhound Agent for complete information
on low fares and convenient schedules.

Specializing in Southe~n Fried Chicken, Seafoods
Arrangements for Parties, Banquets, Club Groups
GREYHOUND BUS STATION

BEAT SOUTHERN

It can be done

PRAffilE VIEW, TEXAS

Prairie View Station-CLUB GABLES
Phone 140Wl
Hempstead

,

.
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PANTHERS WALLOP GRAMBLING 40-7
The Prairie View Panthers may be short on man power, but
they have quarterback strength. It was proved as the Panther's quarterback Joe Henry set up beautiful plays for his
hard running backs to run, in which Peyton Womack, Big Pick
Brown, and that much publicized halfback Ray Don Dillon performed so well, at Grambling College Saturday, November 11.
They demolished the Tigers by a
40 to 7 score.
Grambling started off hot as a
fire-cracker. Far in the early part
of the first quarter the Tigers
right halfback, Odessa Paterson,
shot straight through the Panthers
forward wall for a 40-yard run
and a touchdown.
But little did Grambling know
that TD spoiled their Homecoming,
for the Panthers came back fighting like something shot out of a
gun. With the fast and hard running of Don Dillon, Peyton W omack, and Pick Brown, and with
the tackling and blocking of Ira
Franklin, Edward Deo, John Freeman, Donald Grace, Vance Heard,
Tom Solomon, and the rest of the
hard charging line, and being
backed up by coach Jimmie Stevens
the Panthers were headed for
VICTORY.
TOUCHDOWN CHART
TD
P.
R.
A.
0.
P.

Womack ........ 27 yda. for ................ lst
D. Dillon ........ S yda. for ............... 2nd
Brown ............8 yds. for .............. Srd
Mooring .......... 6 yds. for ................ 4th
Womack ........ 6, yds. for ............... 5th

Sports Quiz
If you consider yourself an amateur sports authority you'll want
to test your knowledge of facts and
figures in this questitons and answers section.
1. B a s k e t b al 1, Football, and
Hockey games are divided into
four periods.
True or False
2. Billy Nicks is the head coach
at Prairie View. True or False.
3. The team Prairie View played for its 1950, New Years Bowl
Game was: (A) Fisk, (B) Wiley,
(C) Wilberforce.
4. Prairie View lost every football game they played in 1949.
True or False.
5. Football games have (A)-4
quarters, (B) 7-quarters, (C) 3quarters.

READY FOR LANGSTON AND SOUTHERN • , • Joe B,nry, 170 lb. Q. B.;if!'y "Tank" DIUon, 193 lb. B. B, and leadlna
SSWC punter; Barry "$has" Haywood, 200 lb. F. B.; a'!\ Am,ricail Buford Ballan~152 16. brokenli•ld 1peclallat of the Prairie
View Panth•ra are runniht,ndi tnanxtra decree of umph in anticipation of runnina tbroush and around Lanpton'a and Southern'• linea that wlll she them th•lr 4th $WC Championship,

SPOTLESS
LAUNDRY
CLEANERS
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WATCH REPAffiING
JEWELRY
Hempstead, Texas

"BUNDLES OF SATISFACTION"
Phone 106
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

ANSWERS

A. H. Frederick

Compliments of
HIRSCH BROS.
CANDY CO.
Wholesale Dealers in
Delicious Candies
205 San Jacinto St. Houston
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J. B. SMITH COMPANY
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS
MEN'S:

Rand Shoes-Arrow Shirts
Levi's E & W Shirts

WOMEN'S:

Judy Bond Blouses
Nylon Hose, All Popular Brands
Girl's Western Jeans
Suits-Coats-Millinery

Quadrud Prints
McCalls Patterns

FI1ORSHEIM

BEN FRANKLIN STORE
Ray E. Lea

WALLER COUNTY'S ONLY
COMPLETE VARIETY STORE
Hempstead, Texas

B and H SAFETY LANE
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
WHEEL BALANCING
BRAKES
AXLES

SHOCK OBSORBERS
ACCESSORIES
DRUMS
SPRINGS

Phone 70
WALLER, TEXAS

For dependable and prompt service
Always Send Your Clothes to

KEUNEKE'S CLEANERS
DYERS-FUR STORAGE-HATTERS
AMERICAN LAUNDRY - DRY CLEANERS
Phone 250

In keeping with our policy of bringing you the finest in style,
quality, and value, we're proud to announce the addition of
Florsheim Shoes for Men. For over 50 years Florsheim quality
has been America's standard of fine shoe value ... and men
who wear them once come back again and again for the
all-around satisfaction that Florsheim Shoes bring them.

FRENKIL'S
Hempstead, Texas

